GAME ON!

GAME ON! IS:
- An outside-of-school club
- 4 games with math each Game Day
- Games are kid-approved as “FUN!”
- Food, Prizes, & Family Celebration

GOALS
- CHANGE attitudes toward math
- BUILD confidence in math skills
- IMPROVE math proficiency

STATUS
- 5 WEEK PILOT AT HUGHES & RIVERVER EAST
- 7-8 GRADE STUDENT PLAYERS
- 5.5 RATING FOR AGREE “MATH IS FUN” 6 = STRONGLY AGREE
- 10 WEEKS - WILL BE EXPANDING IN FALL 2019
- 5-6 GRADES - WILL BE ADDING CURRICULUM IN FALL 2019

Graphing elasticity of Barbie bungee jumping.
Calculating the best buy on Flammin’ Hots
Fortnite-themed Escape Room math puzzles